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Hello, and welcome to our seventeenth edition! This is 

sadly the final edition which this team of editors will be 

working on – we’ve all been Kamena editors for the last 

two years now, and we’ve loved seeing all the pieces that 

people sent in. It was great to bring Kamena back into print 

after the online lockdown editions, and we’re honoured to 

showcase so many brilliant writers and artists during our 

time as editors.  

 

A huge thank you to everybody who contributed their 

work, and another huge thank you to readers old and new 

for giving us all the chance to work on this. We hope you’ll 

stick around to see what the next team has in store! 

 

The Editors   Jay Campion 

    Yvette Chan 

    Sophie Butcher 

 

 

Warwick Writing Society 

Interested in Warwick Writing Society? Visit our 

Instagram @warwickwrisoc, or join our Discord: 

https://discord.gg/X6XaY8W 
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my youth spills on dancefloors 
 

 

 

pitch-black clubs, 

dazed fridays. 

my youth pumps through my veins. 

 

high heels,  

shiny fake ids. 

my youth grounds me. 

 

grimy dance floors, 

 

my youth bursts inside of me 

 

it glides through me 

 

wildly 

 

as my heart throbs beneath my skin 

matching the music’s beat 

 

i please my youth 

bending my body obediently 

with the deafening bass 

 

midnight 

the synth dismantles my mind 

and my limbs are not mine anymore 

they follow the sound 

by Téa Nicolae 
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there is no past 

or future 

only my body 

spinning madly 

only the music 

twisting in my ears 

only my youth 

spilling on dance floors 

from the crashed bottles of wine at my feet 
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I Am Two Acts 
 

 

 

  

by Emily Loubser 
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I Am Not Mourned 
 

 

 

 

  

by Emily Loubser 
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Power less ness 
 

 

 

Set apart 

the violent light 

in between 

my frightened lies. 
 

Cry I could not 

my throat in turn 

a constant knot. 
 

Beautiful letters combined 

to make the eyes delight, 

except yours. 
 

Inked paper plume 

for the ear. 
 

The strings tight 

a corner’s frequency 

willow on my right. 
 

I beg of you, leave 

first train to sea, 

no difference 

between your words and mine 

through the violent light. 

  

by Inés Robledo 
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Full Stop 
 

 

 

You were the first full stop in my life,  

The one to place a comma between my ramblings -  

To upset the disorganised  

Where letters fall off a page's edge -  

Only for me to pick them up again 

And type a new chapter. 

 

Now I have answers before the line ends -  

Questions already in my hands,  

And words I couldn't spell a year ago  

Are printed across every chapter,  

Ready to read back with a smile. 

 

And I couldn't be happier 

Than when I place a comma, and breathe, 

As I'll do now and forever,  

Knowing that you'll be there  

When I place the final stop. 

 
 
 
  

by Ellen Bell 
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Lust, with your elbows   
propped on wet wood 

 

 

 

 

In the squallingmost light, I squealed, 

Careering, squelching, dead to a stop, to the world, dead to the world,  

A reflection of  particles, and a heart rendered from the sinews of  sea cliffs, 

And I became the legacy of  Allah and I drinking pints on the rocktops of  Moher,  

Both of  us with crochety knees and new-healing toes,  

Broken when smashed against the skirting board,  

When we had yet to learn the run of  the place. 

 

And sure, didn't he say ‘Jaysus?  

I seen him last Christmas, at the fair like, 

They were flagellating him, while that bird was dressed up like Mary Magdelene,    

But she was fucking fine like,  

I'd love to have fucking seen her again, what?’ 

 

And sure, didn't I look up and order another? 

Knowing that if  there wasn't a bar in sight, there would be soon,  

Knowing us again careering around the corner – 

 

‘Again my old saintly love, ah Christ! 

You’re a rhapsody of  forget-me-nots, 

Here, where we linger on the threshold of  infinities of  time.’ 

 

by Oisín Breen 
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And sure, didn’t I howl: ‘hey a pithy paltry, puckfucking pint?’ 

And sure, didn’t she lean toward the tap, a reservoir in hale view? 

 

And when she poured, I smiled, half  shy, half  leering,  

I had asked innocently for a pint,  

But all the while I was thinking of  a wicked way, 

To see her down the side of  the place, while having a fag,  

Hoping she’d drop to her knees,  

And, for a penny price, lift up the droopy tap,  

Then hold it steady till the black stuff poured. 
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Innocence is a brutal word 
 

 

 

Innocence is a painful, brutal word, 

It speaks of tender love and quiet life, 

Yet its very concept is just absurd, 

For whoever could live so free of strife? 

Idealist seems the fancy of a new 

Tender heart untouched by foolish notions, 

Desire for a partner seen by so few, 

And unaware of lustful emotions. 

And yet those who crave such stipulations 

Invariably want for nought but sex, 

But in ever-present isolation 

They scorn and deject people as objects. 

Never has such a stupid thing been heard, 

For innocence is such a brutal word. 

 
  

by Brandon Ring 
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Roadkill 
 

 

 

Its body’s stiff as a board.  

Its fixed head turned towards 

The end of the street,  

As if killed in shame. Feet  

Locked perched, wings glued to breasts -  

In its sudden rest  

The once social bird,  

Now a lonely mass unstirred.  

 

Unsightly indeed. 

We mustn’t forget death’s speed 

And sheen at times: potently swift  

And nasty. We mustn’t go adrift  

From what we love and value.  

Here, death also reminds us why we do 

What we do for our dead:   

The ceremonies and words said, 

 

Though sombre, recognise 

A life lived must be celebrated. Eyes  

May bring forth pain’s streams,  

The mind may wish it was all a bad dream.  

But it’s worse to have lost-life 

Laying at the side, with indifference rife.  

by Keith Mulopo 
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Caution: Fragile. 
 

 

 

There is a girl and she lives in a box,  

with four walls all crafted from glass. 

There are no bars and no keys and no locks,  

she waits for the hours to pass.  

 

There is a girl and she lives in a box. 

Her breath fogs up against the wall, 

she wriggles her toes inside of her socks. 

Outside, the leaves begin to fall. 

 

There is a girl and she lives in a box,  

but she hides under the covers, 

afraid of the owl and scared of the fox,  

though both used to be her brothers. 

 

There is a girl and she lives in a box,  

her potted plants wilt on a shelf,  

she watches the seagulls and starlings flock,  

whilst loneliness blooms in herself.  

 

There is a girl and she lives in a box,  

her fingertips reach for the moon. 

The pockets of her dress are filled with rocks,  

she knows she shall reach the stars soon. 

 

  

by Phoebe Bush 
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